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Greetings! 
As many of you know, I love everything to do with decorating and design. 
Just as we humans must keep mobile for optimal health, furnishings likewise flourish 
best when moved around. At least, that is my perspective! Books and programmes 
about renovation are favourites of mine and I recently listened to a fascinating history 
of “DIY” on BBC Radio 4.i 
 
Laurence Llewellyn Bowen detailed the history of fixing up our own homes from the 
late 1940’s to the present day. Before the Second World War, doing one’s own 
decorating or repairs was somewhat shameful – it indicated that one couldn’t afford to 
“get a man in.” However, after the war, professional contractors were overwhelmed 
with rebuilding bombed-out Britain. It therefore became patriotic to renovate one’s 
own home. Women - who had mastered tools in war-related factories - joined in the 
endeavour though TV and magazines portrayed them solely as “ladder holders”! 
 
After his potted history of do-it-yourself, Bowen went on to discuss popular trends in 
decorating from then until now. It seems that how we fix up our homes is directly 
correlated to the socio-political circumstances of the time. In the immediate post-war 
years, a desire to move on from the past resulted in a near iconoclastic removal of 
household fitments and furnishings from earlier eras. Beautiful mouldings, woodwork 
and plaster embellishments were torn down or covered up in the name of progress.  
Decorative features that we now pay good money to restore! 
 
As the century advanced so did Britons’ decorating taste. The rebellious 60’s 
occasioned a national epidemic of orange and avocado – what were they thinking?! 
(Apparently, as avocados come from Spain, the colour suggested somewhere brighter 
& warmer than the foggy UK.) A decade later, during the harsh economic downturn of 
the 70’s, a cozier, country-house style caught the popular imagination. (Laura Ashley 
providing the outfits to match this new aesthetic.)  Colours and styles have continued to 
change as Britain – and homeownership – have evolved. 
 
I love learning this stuff! But, as I listened to the programme, it also reminded me of 
how our tastes in theology change in response to the popular zeitgeist. 
It would be nice to think that our spiritual outlook is always a response to God’s “still, 
small voice” but, all too often, religious views are a reaction to political and socio-
economic happenings. Just like our views about home decorating! 
 
 
 Two thousand years of theological shifts are beyond the scope of a monthly newsletter 
(!) but one example stands out. During the dark and difficult Middle Ages, the Church 
began to privilege the doctrine of substitutionary atonement.ii Not everyone accepted 



this theory of the Cross and the New Testament certainly offers many other insights 
and understandings. But, in an era of devastating wars, deadly crusades and the horror 
of the Black Death, it seemed easier to believe in an angry, vengeful God than a loving 
Heavenly Parent. (Before science revealed that rats & fleas transmit Yersinia pestis, a 
punitive God was one possible explanation.) 
 
It took another ghastly era – the 20th Century – with its own world wars, genocides and 
mass exterminations to rightly challenge that theology. The tragedy is that God’s 
radical love and deep compassion, as proclaimed and actualized by Jesus, was 
suppressed for so many centuries.  
 
Now, desecrating humanity’s understanding of God is far (FAR!) worse than the most 
egregious DIY mistake. But there is one similarity: we make these errors when we allow 
popular culture to override our better judgment. So, even though denying God’s 
extravagant and inclusive love is on a totally different level to tearing apart wonderfully 
crafted old homes, let’s do neither! GOD is in the details! 
 
Wishing you a summer of sunshine and colour (anything but avocado!) and an abiding 
sense of God’s love. 
 
Blessings, 
Brenda 
                                                        
i
 Laurence Llewellyn Bowen, “The Age of Emulsion” 

ii The belief that God sent Jesus to be executed as a “substitute” for executing all of humankind; we all 
being guilty of capital offenses. 


